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leadership advisory group

LAG Introduces New Officers

We hope you enjoy this issue of the Trust Points e-magazine. This periodical is one of the most important 
vehicles for communicating vital information on the work being done by TSCP members in the secure 
collaboration space.

Responding to the business requirements and needs of the member companies is at the center of TSCP’S 
strategic vision. Late in 2012, TSCP created the Leadership Advisory Group (LAG) to focus and guide the 
work being done in the various work streams. The LAG is  a coordinating and approval body that ensures 
TSCP work is aligned with the Goals and Objectives for all Standing Committees, Special Interest Groups 
and Work Groups. The LAG members also serve as advisors on the development of the Corporation’s 
annual strategy and roadmap development activities. 

The Leadership Advisory Group has three elected leadership positions:  Chairman Greg Roecker (Lock-
heed Martin), Vice Chairman Russ Koste (Northrop Grumman), and Secretariat – currently open. The 
committee and working group chairmen make up the remainder of the group. Those representatives are: 
Architecture Committee Chairman Richard Skedd (BAE Systems), Vice Chairman Scott Fitch (Lockheed 
Martin), Government Alignment Committee Chairwoman Deb Gallagher (GSA), Major David Butt (UK 
MOD), Strategy Committee Chairman Malcolm Carrie (BAE Systems), Export Control and Intellectual 
Property working groups Chairwoman Julie Sandercock (Boeing).

The Leadership Advisory Group’s regular meeting schedule is once monthly, but as of the first of January, 
we have been meeting weekly to plan for the Spring 2013 TSCP Business Week to be held March 25 – 28, 
2013. We are returning to the Lockheed Martin Global Vision Center in Arlington, Virginia, for this 
event for a week of presentations, workshops and special interest group discussions. 

We hope you will join us!

Regards,

Greg Roecker
Lockheed Martin 
Chairman, TSCP Leadership Advisory Group 
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from the ceo ...

2013 and Beyond

This issue of Trust Points has some exciting articles, including a featured interview with Art Lofton, sec-
tor vice president, Information Technology Solutions, and chief information officer for Northrop Grum-
man Aerospace Systems. We collectively thank Art for his leadership, insights and recommendations in 
shaping TSCP’s direction over the past few years.

As we look at FY 2013 and beyond, TSCP is in the process of reviewing and validating the strategy as 
well as updating its priorities and deliverables for 2013-2015. As part of this process, we have consulted 
with member executives to ascertain their positions and opinions on key developments and challenges 
facing the security environment in the Defense IT industry. Member executives also were asked what role 
TSCP should play going forward in supporting a common approach to resolving these challenges. The 
results and recommendations are being used as the starting point for updating goals and objectives for 
the revised TSCP strategy. 

Our goal is to keep you up to date on recent and upcoming TSCP activities that will help the membership 
communicate, coordinate and participate on a monthly and quarterly basis. If you are not already part of 
TSCP’s committees, working group or special interest groups, we strongly encourage you to participate.  

I look forward to seeing you at the Spring 2013 Business Week, beginning March 25, and as always, thank 
you for your support to TSCP!

Sincerely,

Keith Ward
President & CEO
TSCP, Inc.
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Art Lofton is sector vice president, Informa-
tion Technology Solutions, and chief informa-
tion officer for Northrop Grumman Aerospace 
Systems, a premier provider of manned and 
unmanned aircraft, space systems and advanced 
technologies critical to our nation’s security.

Lofton is responsible for establishing the strate-
gic direction and leadership of all information 
system and information technology activities for 
the Aerospace Systems sector. Previously, he had 

the role of sector vice president, Information Technology, and chief informa-
tion officer for the former Integrated Systems sector.

Prior to assuming the assignment of chief information officer, Lofton served 
as deputy program manager for the Long Range Strike program at Integrated 
Systems. He was responsible for the successful integration of projects, pro-
grams, integrated product teams (IPT), and infrastructure responsibilities 
across the IPT in support of the customer for execution of LRS upgrades, sup-
port and depot activities. 

Lofton also served as director of Operations Rapid Development and Produc-
tion Processes. His areas of responsibility included the rapid development el-
ements of Quality, Manufacturing, Materiel, Lean and Six Sigma, Facilities, 
Planning and Control, and Information Technology and production processes.  

Previous assignments include director, Operations Strategic Planning and In-
tegration, responsible for long-range and annual operating strategic planning, 
advanced manufacturing technology development and process integration 
across Operations; and manager of Strategic Planning and Integration for Ad-
vanced Systems Development.  

Lofton joined Northrop Grumman as a flight test engineer on the B-2 pro-
gram in 1990 and held management positions of increasing responsibility. This 
includes his role as the site manager for Integrated Systems at Hill Air Force 
Base, Utah, in a partnering venture with the Air Force while executing the B-2 
composites statement of work. In addition, he served in several positions on 
the B-2 program, including manager of Production Support; B-2 Block 30 IPT 
leader; manager of the air vehicle managers, foreign object elimination, and 
IMPCA; and manager of Production Flight Operations. 

Lofton has a Bachelor of Science in mechanical engineering from Carnegie 
Mellon University. He completed several advanced management programs, 
including the Program Management Seminar and Advanced Program Man-
agement Course. 

Northrop Grumman’s Art Lofton :

Teaming and Collaboration 
Result in Actionable Solutions 

TP: What key initiatives and services 
do you envision will be critical over 
the next five years?  In what areas 
is Northrop Grumman placing its IT 
investments, particularly related to 
security?

There will continue to be pressures on the 
defense budget.  And there will continue to 
be increasing need to protect data - intel-
lectual property - and to protect the sys-
tems we produce for our customers.  By 
collaborating on solutions, teaming with 
our government, industry and internation-
al partners, using the right architecture to 
achieve those goals as opposed to each try-
ing to figure it out on our own in isolation, 
we can achieve the economies of scale and 
synergies needed.

TSCP members compete against each 
other in some cases and partner with each 
other when we can achieve synergies and 
pass on cost savings; we are also subcon-
tracted to each other in a third continuum, 
and we have to also consider our associates 
in our respective supply chains, the sec-
ondary and tertiary suppliers who should 
be involved. It’s essential to get to a stan-
dard approach, to leverage the collabora-
tion that results to drive the cost of busi-
ness down while the pressure continues 
to rise as hackers and similar entities get 
smarter and more creative.

Trust Points recently spoke with 
Art Lofton, Northrop Grumman 
VP, and heard his thoughts on the 
Cloud, mobility, and how these and 
other newer technologies may affect 
the crafting and delivery of solu-
tions for Defense IT.
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as the demos are constructed, figuring out 
the unexpected or the unintended conse-
quences and the nuances of the unknown 
are invaluable. The teams work through 
the issues and get beyond them, resulting 
in achievable, actionable solutions. Demos 
allow people to see a solution; touch it, feel 
it, and then embrace it while also reducing 
risks and costs during implementation.

TP: What security challenges are 
unique to Northrop Grumman that keep 
you up at night? 

I don’t think that it’s anything unique to 
Northrop Grumman; we all face the same 
challenges. We know that past strategies 
of just keeping people out by putting up 
barriers, fences, are going by the wayside. 
What keeps me up at night are the same 
issues that other CIOs have, which is why 
seeking solutions together rather than in 
isolation really is critically important. 

TP: What areas or programs do you 
envision going to the cloud?

There are different definitions, different 
views of the cloud. Strategically, cloud-
based services, for example, software as a 
service, makes sense. It’s an efficient model 
- being able to provide people with what 
they need when they need it instead of 
standalone resources that have low utili-
zation. The cloud also has some inherent 
security benefits where data is protected in 
a more centralized rather than distributed 
manner.  

Cloud security is a major investment area 
at Northrop Grumman.  Our Trusted 
Cloud approach takes defense-in-depth 
one step further.  Since the challenge with 
cloud security is that the “perimeter” is 
blurred, classic defense-in-depth will not 
be sufficient.  Cloud requires a new ap-
proach to security including protecting 

the data rather than the perimeter (Infor-
mation Cloaking) and building “trust re-
lationships” between entities.   “Identity is 
the new Perimeter,” and for cloud, Identity 
needs to be interoperable and portable be-
tween clouds. 

TP: Having said that, do you see any 
impediments to adoption of cloud com-
puting within the defense industry?

Securing risk in cloud computing is gener-
ally a factor of the type of cloud that meets 
the mission’s needs. For instance, a private 
cloud, which is seen as more secure but 
also more costly than the public cloud, may 
be right.  Vulnerabilities do exist but they 
are addressable.  It’s imperative that both 
private and public cloud systems be de-
signed with security upfront so customers 
are comfortable with using it to store their 
sensitive data and important analytics.

The Defense industry has a set of require-
ments for security and IT protection that 
are unique and sets it apart from some 
other industries. There is a natural concern 
and conservatism. The public cloud can re-
ally benefit from leveraging the low cost of 
ownership. I see a larger use for the Private 
Cloud. But down the road, strategies and 
methodologies for protecting the data it-
self, whether data at rest or data in motion, 
will need to be addressed. 

TP: What impact do you see mobile 
devices having on secure collaboration 
in your organization?

Many of the obstacles to using mobile de-
vices are coming down, expanding their 
value to our work environments. The use 
of messaging tools, including social media, 
has changed our culture. A good example is 
the increase in the use of instant messaging 
on our enterprise computer systems. Mo-
bile devices have enabled the convergence 

TP: Technology solutions are driven by 
business drivers that tie to a corporate 
strategic plan.  How is Northrop Grum-
man managing its strategic plan to align 
solutions with the constant change in 
business requirements, given the in-
creased speed of technical change and 
the introduction of new innovative solu-
tions?  What goals and objectives in 
the corporate strategic plan are directly 
related to your IT strategic plan?

Northrop Grumman has four primary 
business sectors: Aerospace Systems, Elec-
tronic Systems, Information Systems and 
Technical Services. In addition an internal 
organization, Enterprise Shared Services, 
essentially serves as a fifth sector provid-
ing a suite of internal services that in-
cludes IT, HR, and business management, 
among others. IT is an embedded thread 
throughout the enterprise ecosystem that 
supports those operating sectors across 
the enterprise with a common and cohe-
sive approach that enables them to conduct 
business efficiently. We look into the future 
needs of the business in our long range 
strategic planning process to try to antici-
pate the needs of the organization.

TP: Are there additional collaborative 
capabilities that are common across the 
industry that would benefit from a stan-
dardized approach that TSCP should 
address?  

TSCP has done an excellent job of de-
veloping demonstrations that reflect real 
world objectives and real world capabili-
ties. For example, TSCP members worked 
with NASA to demonstrate the common 
credentialing that enables their collabo-
ration; they showed how to connect the 
dots from the trust perspective, which is 
invaluable. The demonstrations actively 
show rather than passively describe solu-
tions in slideshow presentations. With so 
much time spent going through the steps 
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Executive Summary: 

In 2009, TSCP published its Transglobal 
Security Collaboration Program Strategy: 
2009-2011. TSCP is in the process of 
reviewing and validating the strategy 
as well as updating its priorities and 
deliverables for 2013-2015. As part of this 
process, the Leadership Advisory Group 
consulted with member executives to 
ascertain their positions and opinions on 
key developments and challenges facing 
the security environment in the Defense 
IT industry. Member executives also 
were asked what role TSCP should play 
going forward in supporting a common 
approach to resolving these challenges. 
In addition to the interviews, executives 
and the Leadership Advisory Group 
participated in a facilitated session to 
discuss the results and provide additional 
input. The results and recommendations 
will be used as the starting point for 
updating goals and objectives for the 
revised TSCP strategy. This white paper 
presents the results of the interviews and 
facilitated session. 

of information and affected how we operate: we are able to work from home; we 
have on-demand data: information, content, everywhere, anywhere across device-
agnostic platforms. Across industries, you can see huge benefits and advantages to 
mobility. Not that long ago, we traveled from one place to another to sit down and 
meet face-to-face to share and to collaborate.  Now, our phones are mobile comput-
ing devices that, along with our laptop computers, provide significant opportunity 
for seamless collaboration across the board, leveraging best practices so that people 
with like interests can communicate from wherever they are. People are able to share 
content of all types, in all forms, including videos. That cooperation and collabora-
tion, while leveraging best practices, continues to evolve. 

TP: How is Northrop Grumman using social media?

We are on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. We also have an internal social media 
capability, MySite, we introduced a little over a year ago. Northrop Grumman also 
has an internal wiki and I have personally hosted blogs and live webchats with em-
ployees across the company.

TP: What are you hearing from your customers about their goals and con-
cerns?

The customer environment today is “technically acceptable – lowest cost.” No extra 
frills. If you have the base requirements, then there will be a situation where some of 
those things are not going to be encouraged or incentivized then you won’t see them 
come to fruition. If the customer says, “I don’t need power windows, I just want 
manual roll-up windows as the base requirements,” some of those features aren’t 
encouraged or incentivized. 

TP: What government compliance areas and/or specific areas of challenge 
should TSCP address in the next two years? 

I’ve been a vocal proponent of developing relationships for a long time to address 
compliance issues. I believe that the next step is to get key people who are responsi-
ble and accountable for procurement and acquisition of the systems involved; where 
people are asking, “How can I meet my mission objectives for data protection and 
identity management?”  

TP: Are any of those kinds of things happening right now?

If you asked some of the key program stakeholders if they know TSCP, and if so, are 
they or would they consider an affiliation with TSCP, we might not get the report 
card that we want. I believe that TSCP has made some significant accomplishments 
over the last couple years, especially with the focus on value producing demos. That 
being said, I think there is still an overall lack of awareness across the areas of the 
“customer” responsible for program acquisition and execution.  The opportunity for 
TSCP is to provide a common framework that can be utilized as a requirement in 
the program RFPs. I believe that will drive the broader adoption and recognition of 
the contributions that TSCP has made in the Trusted Identity space.

TSCP would like to thank Iana Bohmer and 
Deloitte & Touche, LLP, a TSCP Member, 
for the dedicated work in conducting the ex-
ecutive interviews, facilitating the executive 
session and producing this white paper.
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TSCP Strategy & 
Accomplishments

The first part of this paper summarizes 
TSCP’s mission, vision, strategic princi-
ples and goals. TSCP’s strategic goals and 
objectives are centered on enabling and 
demonstrating secure collaboration and 
information sharing between industry and 
governments in the Defense IT community 
through the development, promotion and 
adoption of interoperable specifications 
based on common standards that facilitate 
compliance, thereby minimizing the costs 
to individual members. This section also 
enumerates TSCP’s recent accomplish-
ments, i.e., publications, outreach activi-
ties, demonstrations, leadership initiatives, 
new memberships, and special interest 
groups. 

Member Industry Trends
 
The second part of the paper presents ex-
ecutive responses to trends in key indus-
try topic areas: Security/Cybersecurity & 
Identity, Emphasis on Data, Defense Agen-
cies’ Focus, IT Investments, Cloud Migra-
tion Challenges, Proliferation of Mobile 
Devices and What Keeps You Up at Night? 

In general, the executive interviews high-
lighted that the Defense IT community 
has shifted its focus on establishing the 
groundwork for identity management to 
a focus on deploying access management, 
in other words, usage. Over the last 10 
years, TSCP members and customers have 
deployed and integrated identity manage-
ment systems, issued strong credentials 
and established the foundations for in-
teroperability. Now they are working to 
strengthen authentication, add authori-
zation and deploy federation and secure 
access to resources across the community 
environment. Within the U.S. DoD, for ex-
ample, identity management is slowly mi-

grating to a centralized enterprise service 
across applications, which should facilitate 
the transition from a program-by-program 
approach to a more holistic approach to 
identity and access management. Over the 
last two years, there has been a particular 
emphasis on the protection of data and 
Intellectual Property through the employ-
ment of data tagging and labeling linked to 
identity and access control across the De-
fense IT community.

Executives also reported that in the last 
several years the Defense IT infrastructure 
has been expanding because of increased 
information sharing across business part-
ners and will continue to expand with the 
explosion of mobile devices and cloud 
computing. While member companies’ 
defenses have improved, the supply chain 
has become the preferred point of entry 
for many security breaches. As a result, 
TSCP members and customers continue 
facing the risks associated with internal 
and external cyber threats and are work-
ing to deploy security controls that prevent 
breaches rather than remedy them after 
the fact. Identity and access management 
plays a key role as a foundational tool for 
cybersecurity.

The Defense IT community faces sig-
nificant budget cuts that are expected to 
continue over several years. This should 
increase TSCP’s value proposition as it 
promotes common approaches and stan-
dards that leverage and reuse, which results 
in cost savings. 

TSCP Focus 2013 & Beyond

The third part of this paper focuses on the 
role TSCP can play going forward in assist-
ing with common approaches to resolving 
the challenges. Topic areas include: Proj-
ects and Capabilities, Customer Require-
ments, Strategies and Approaches, Areas to 

Address in the Future, Business Develop-
ment and Education and Training. 

Executives recommended that TSCP ex-
pand the marketing of its specifications 
and capabilities, specifically in the areas of 
identity credentialing and the secure ex-
change of data. In addition, TSCP should 
develop approaches to privacy protection 
and data exchange across international 
lines. Going forward, executives recom-
mended that TSCP deliver a set of speci-
fications and services that address com-
mercial applications, e.g., financial services 
verticals. 
 
To extend the value delivered to its mem-
bers, executives recommended that TSCP 
increase the involvement of the business 
area representatives in the early phases of 
the work product lifecycle development 
process. Also, in this era of limited custom-
er budgets, TSCP must be more selective 
and customer-focused in the projects it se-
lects. To broaden adoption, TSCP should 
focus on alignment with established stan-
dards and best practices and strengthen its 
relationships with the procurement com-
munity. Finally, executives recommended 
that TSCP apply the successful formula of 
targeted position papers, such as the DoD 
Relying Party Paper, to similar critical is-
sues for leadership action.

Over the next several months, the results 
and recommendations from the execu-
tive interviews and facilitated session will 
be used as the starting point for updating 
priorities, plans and deliverables for 2013 
and beyond. 

(Download and read the full whitepaper, 
TSCP 2012 Executive Interviews, or go to 
the website, http://www.tscp.org/index.
php/about-tscp/strategic-goals).

TSCP’S 2012 Executive Interviews: 
An Excerpt
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Introduction

In March 2012, The Boeing Company, the Netherlands Ministry 
of Defence (NL MoD), and the Dutch National Aerospace Labora-
tory (NLR) agreed to work jointly on a proof-of-concept secure 
collaboration demonstration for the October 2012 TSCP Expo to 
be held in the UK. 

A fictional but representative scenario based on an actual case was 
conceived in which the NL MoD was a Boeing customer, acquiring 
additional fictional X-Heli helicopters with the assistance of NLR. 
The three organizations constructed the demonstration to show 
how they must collaborate securely on the requirements, design, 
test, and certification of the fictional X-Heli helicopter. They set 
up a secure collaboration environment consisting of a document 
repository and implementations of the TSCP Identity Federation 
and TSCP Information Labeling and Handling specifications to 
facilitate secure and controlled information exchange.

Understanding TSCP and its Specifications

The Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) is a con-
sortium of leading Aerospace & Defense companies, government 

agencies, and technology vendors who collaborate to address gaps 
in today’s security solutions. TSCP develops specifications associ-
ated with secure collaboration that are implemented by its mem-
bers. 

The X-Heli demonstration implements TSCP’s Information La-
beling & Handling (ILH) and Identity Federation specifications, 
described below.

Information Labeling and Handling (ILH)

ILH is comprised of three components: 
1. the Business Authorization Framework (BAF), 
2. the Business Authorization Identification and Labeling 

Scheme (BAILS), and 
3. the Business Context Specific Protection Profiles (BCSPP). 

This paper assumes that the reader understands ILH concepts and 
focuses on consideration of those concepts for implementation. 
Readers who are not familiar with ILH concepts or who would like 
more information are directed to first read the paper titled “Secure 
Global Collaboration with Information Labeling and Handling 
(ILH),” which describes ILH concepts in more depth and detail. 
The following are brief descriptions of ILH’s three components and 
how they were used for this demonstration.  

Preparations for an ILH Proof-of-Concept Demonstration

The Boeing Company, the Netherlands Ministry of Defence (NL MoD) and the Dutch National 
Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) recently demonstrated to TSCP executives a proof-of-concept of a 
secure collaboration capability based upon the TSCP specifications for Identity Federation and 
Information Labeling and Handling. The demonstration successfully showed the application of TSCP 
specifications and was well-received by TSCP executives. This white paper showcases the pros and 
cons of these two specifications - Identity Federation and Information Labeling and Handling - and 
shares the lessons learned from setting up a multi-partner proof-of-concept demonstration.

By Paul Intrarakha, The Boeing Company  
Contributors: Martijn Postma, Netherlands Ministry of Defence; René Wiegers, Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory; Jean-Paul Buu-Sao, TSCP Inc. 
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Business Authorization 
Framework (BAF)

Organizations must consider what export 
licenses, intellectual property agreements 
and national security requirements are 
required for a program. This will involve 
engagement with at least the company’s 
export group, intellectual property group 
and security group. For example, an export 
license must be interpreted by the export 
group and then captured in business rules 
that determine access. 

The Business Authorization Framework 
(BAF) supports the consistent interpreta-
tion, capture and distribution of the vari-
ous security requirement in order to enable 
a higher level of automation in the imple-
mentation of all the required business pro-
tection policies.

Business Authorization 
Identification and Labeling 
Scheme (BAILS)

Organizations must apply security labels 
to their data, in order to explicitly indi-
cate the security requirements that must 
be met to protect this data. This data tag-
ging business process is complex, given the 
many possible ways security labels can be 
expressed within large organizations, let 
alone across organizations.

The BAILS specification supports Digital 
Labeling of information objects by defin-
ing a data model of security labels, a TSCP 
profile that customizes the data model to 
TSCP needs, and bindings to actual docu-
ment formats, in order to support a con-
sistent way of expressing security labels on 
documents, within and across organiza-
tions.

Business Context Specific 
Resource Protection Profiles 
(BCSRPP) 

Organizations must consider how mul-
tiple programs or groups collaborate with 
one another, whilst complying with all 
the applicable security requirements, that 
are largely business-context specific. For 
a given business context, each collabora-
tion participant must be able to identify, 

interpret and enforce the same informa-
tion protection rules, and thus consistently 
across the partner’s domains.

The Business Context Specific Resource 
Protection Profile is the result of the analy-
sis of all the business authorizations appli-
cable under a given business context and 
the capture, in a precise manner, of the 
components required for consistent imple-
mentation across collaboration partners. 

Identity Federation

TSCP has focused on the development 
of a specification for Identity Federation, 
which enables members of one organiza-
tion to use their credentials to access in-
formation maintained in a separate secu-
rity domain by a partnering organization. 
This is achieved by passing a defined set 
of authentication information to the host 
organization. Corporate and government 
TSCP members have contributed to the 
development of the specification, based 
upon experience from the implementation 
of identity federation in their production 
environments.

The Identity Federation Assertion Profile 
establishes a Security Assertion Mark-up 
Language (SAML) attribute profile for the 
Aerospace and Defense (A&D) industry. 
The goal of this document is to:
•	 Identify a limited set of attributes 

(definitions and syntax) required to 
facilitate interoperability between 
Identity Provider (IdP) and Relying 
Party (RP).

•	 Allow for equivalent attribute data 
to be passed via the SAML 1.1 or 
SAML 2.0 tokens, while leaving 
protocol selection to the deploying 
organizations.

Acceptance of identity data by an RP 
rests on having confidence in the policies 
and procedures utilized by the Credential 
Provider and the IdP. To instill that confi-
dence, The RP must have confidence in the 
IdP’s ability to authenticate the Security 
Principal and to generate and pass to the 
RP an assertion of the Security Principal’s 
identity. The Common Operating Rules 
(COR) apply to organizations that want to 
utilize identity federation technologies to 

collaborate across participating organiza-
tions in a secure and interoperable man-
ner. The TSCP Common Operating Rules 
establish mandatory operational policy for 
Credential Providers and IdPs that enable 
RPs to have increased confidence in the as-
sertion data passed by the IdP. 

Preparations for the 
demonstration

Planning and Coordination
With three parties collaborating on this 
proof-of-concept demonstration, external 
coordination was very important. Time 
zone differences left only a small window, 
a couple of hours at most, to work on the 
demonstration collaboratively, especially 
between the Netherlands and the U.S. par-
ticipants on the west coast. Time zone dif-
ferences also impacted time available for 
testing, which were all the more important 
for a live demonstration.

Implementing the technology
The demonstration setup required the 
most time to initially bring up and trouble-
shoot. TSCP “Do It Yourself ” manuals, 
available for download at www.tscp.org, 
provided step-by-step guidance.

Because each organization has different 
rules and regulations, the plan for a realis-
tic demonstration required a good under-
standing of their security initiatives. This 
created a high quality demonstration and 
may help determine alignment with secu-
rity policy in future implementations. The 
organizations’ federation teams must also 
get involved in the detail of how to imple-
ment each attribute of the assertion profile, 
the ones required for identity assurance as 
well as the ones required for access man-
agement assurance.

Vendor Support
As with any new software installation, the 
level of vendor support required should be 
determined. Due to the broad scope of this 
demonstration and the short turnaround 
time, vendor support helped reduce the 
learning curve significantly, and made the 
difference between potential failure and a 
resulting successful demonstration. 
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Finally, address any legal collaboration as 
required.

After determining who will host the col-
laboration portal, providing accessibility to 
the document repository is the minimum 
requirement to begin interoperability test-
ing with identity federation and access 
management assurance. Organizations 
must seriously consider external accessi-
bility to the lab that does not compromise 
its policies or introduce risks. Following 
this, identity federation, software installa-
tion, and ILH set-up must be completed as 
well. 

Demonstrating Business Use 
Cases

Six use cases were on display during the 
demonstration:

1. Identity Federation
To log in to the NL MoD X-Heli document 
repository, Boeing, NL MoD and NLR em-
ployees authenticate using the smart cards 
issued to them by their respective organi-
zations. 

Business Protection: The ability to identify 
and authenticate users across partner do-
mains enables organizations to share infor-
mation beyond their organizational bound-
aries while reducing the cost of credential 
management but emphasizing trust in other 
organizations’ credentialing processes.

2. Attribute-based Protection of Docu-
ment Repository
The NL MoD X-Heli document reposi-
tory consumes the attributes asserted from 
each party’s Identity Provider and dynami-
cally provides attribute-based access con-
trol (ABAC) ensuring agreed-upon access 
management assurance.

Business Protection: Ensures Access Man-
agement assurance and fine-grained access 
control while using each organization’s re-
spective user attribute management busi-
ness process.

3. Classification of Documents
To ensure appropriate protection, it is 
necessary to define the information pro-

tection requirements and classify data/
documents in order to indicate which 
protection requirements must apply. The 
three parties used the TSCP Information 
Labeling and Handling (ILH) specifica-
tions to define these information pro-
tection requirements and used software 
that meets these specifications in order 
to add visual markings and metadata la-
bels to the documents.

Business Protection: Labeling allows for 
consistent procedural (by following pro-
cedures) and systemic (by using software) 
protection, in accordance with all the in-
formation protection requirements that 
must apply to the labeled document. 

4. Enforcement of Uploaded Docu-
ments
Documents uploaded to the NL MoD 
X-Heli document repository were auto-
matically pre-populated with appropri-
ate metadata. Rules can be constructed 
to prevent documents with specific 
metadata from even being uploaded, and 
these instances can be logged.

Business Protection: Ensures documents 
consistently maintain their classifications 
and protection across systems.

5. Trimming of Document Share Li-
braries
The NL MoD X-Heli document reposi-
tory enforces the access controls as part 
of the information protection require-
ments. A user can only see a trimmed list 
of documents that they are authorized to 
see; search results provide the same be-
havior.

Business Protection: Allows documents 
of various sensitivities to be stored in the 
same document library and also ensures 
that any user can only see and access the 
documents they are entitled to. 

6. Data Loss Prevention of Download-
ed Files
By using Data Loss Prevention (DLP) 
technology, access control rules can pre-
vent users from performing unauthor-
ized actions, such as email, rename, copy, 
move to thumb drive.

Business Protection: Provides fine-grained 
access control on the information objects 
with auditing and monitoring.

Conclusion

The broad enterprise reach that ILH en-
compasses requires delicate planning and 
alignment with the organization’s security 
strategy and initiatives. This includes ev-
erything from how identity federation is 
set up to the details of what type of export 
license or intellectual property agreement 
is involved. Sponsor support ensures the 
scope of the demonstration and the busi-
ness value proposition remains focused. 
However, in the end, the organization must 
determine if implementation mitigates 
risks and creates a more secure collabo-
ration environment for the organization, 
as well as for its partners and customers. 
Proof-of-concept demonstrations will help 
get one step closer.

Recommendations

Technical recommendations:
Implementers should have a solid under-
standing of Identity Federation and Infor-
mation Labeling & Handling.

Engage with IT infrastructure teams with-
in concerned organizations early in the 
process in order to devise the appropriate 
integration with the organization’s I&AM.

Business recommendations:
ILH depends heavily on Identity Federa-
tion; obstacles to Identity Federation de-
ployments are more of a non-technical 
nature (i.e., selling the business benefit of 
establishing Identity Federation with part-
ners can be difficult, as investment is not 
negligible.)
•	 Align with a business use case, and 

adjust for host environment.
•	 Ensure ample time to test, especially 

for a live demonstration.
•	 Address any legal considerations 

among the participants.
•	 Get sponsor support.
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Protecting data across the lifecycle of an 
Aerospace and Defense (A&D) program 
will never be a simple affair due to the 
multifaceted ways information is shared at 
different stages of a program. Each phase 
requires unique forms of collaboration, 
with different key players each with dif-
ferent access requirements. In addition, 
organizations need to understand how 
information migrates across collaborative 
systems and how data is downloaded and 
handled outside of them. TSCP is work-
ing to answer the question, “How can an 
attribute-based digital policy management 
platform automate the application of infor-
mation controls across such diverse forms 
of collaboration—where there is data in, 
data out, and data migrating between core 
collaborative applications?”

A two-pronged Rights Management ap-
proach designed to address this problem 
is part of TSCP’s Information Labeling and 
Handling (ILH) specification. First, data 
can be associated with document-level us-
age and handling rights inside collabora-
tion applications; these rights persist when 
data is shared and used outside the central 
applications. To explain this concept more 
fully, the following sections describe this 
process across the different stages of an 
A&D program.

Secure Data In and Out: 
Rights Management Across Phases 
of a Defense IT Program
By Sandeep Chopra, Megan Little, NextLabs Inc.

Phase 1: Collaboration During 
Program Requirements

During the initial program requirements 
phase, Customers and Primary Contrac-
tors work together to identify the technical 
requirements of a program, often mingling 
Customer and Contractor intellectual 
property (IP). Both parties agree to data 
handling and nondisclosure requirements 
in which the Primary Contractor assumes 
responsibility for adhering to these poli-
cies, and the Design and Manufacturing 
Subcontractors’ compliance as well. Since 
a Primary Contractor is typically engaging 
multiple Customers at once, Customers 
may also request special controls to pre-
vent authorized users from inadvertently 
disclosing IP to their competitors.

 
Secure collaboration at this stage means 
establishing a labeling system and access 
controls for IP created and uploaded to 
core collaborative applications. In the early 
stages, the core system may be CRM, ECM, 
or DMS.  Ideally, automated labeling would 
leverage the context of business process 
and structures already maintained within 
the central collaborative application. For 
example, labels may be applied automati-
cally based on where documents are stored 

in a DMS, or through a content analysis 
process that launches automatically upon 
upload of certain types of documents. 

Phase 2: Collaboration During 
Engineering Design

With requirements in place, the Primary 
Contractor enters the design phase of the 
program lifecycle. At this stage, collabo-
ration between the Primary Contractor 
and Design Subcontractors can be quite 
substantive, with Design Subcontractors 
accessing, modifying, and sharing Cus-
tomer IP in order to create new IP. Design 
Subcontractors must be granted rights to 
data that are both deep (in terms of per-
missions or actions that can be performed 
on data) and narrow (that is, restricted to 

their specific program and relevant class-
es of data). While assets circulated at this 
stage are typically managed by a central 
collaborative application, such as a PLM 
system, the creation and editing of these 
assets will occur outside the system. Secure 
collaboration requires that as IP is created, 
downloaded, and circulated using the core 
PLM system, authorized users also have 
appropriate rights to handle data outside 
the system. 
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Phase 3: Collaboration Down 
the Supply Chain

When a program enters the manufactur-
ing phase, the nature of collaboration is 
typically less deep than in the two ear-
lier phases. Manufacturing Subcontractors 
sometimes require only read-only access to 
data. However, two factors inevitably com-
plicate collaboration at this stage. First, 
Subcontractors are often distributed glob-
ally, so export control requirements will 
apply to how information is shared with 
these parties. To maintain compliance, the 
Primary Contractor will need to imple-
ment precise and granular access controls 
based on country, program, licenses and 
other criteria. Then, while central ERP sys-

tems are often used to manage information 
at this stage, Primary Contractors often do 
not extend access to their core applications 
to external Manufacturing Subcontractors. 
As information is distributed globally, it 
moves farthest from the central controls of 
the core application. The challenge to se-
cure collaboration at this stage is that the 
most precise rights (granular, attribute-
based, read-only) must be applied to data 
at its most decentralized and diffused.

Rights Management: Persistent 
Document-Level Controls

Rights Management enables rights to be 
inherited from business process intelli-
gence within centralized collaboration ap-

plications. This allows controls to be per-
sistent as data is accessed, downloaded and 
handled by authorized users on endpoints 
and mobile devices. For instance, should 
an authorized consumer of a requirements 
document, downloaded out of SharePoint, 
be able to email that document, potentially 
disclosing customer IP to a Customer’s 
competitor? After a Design Engineer 
downloads and modifies a drawing or oth-
er asset, should she be allowed to print it? 
If a document is emailed to manufacturing 
Subcontractors in another country, who 
should be allowed to view it? These and 
similar scenarios require that information 
controls be applied even when data is out-
side systems and beyond the control and 
perimeter of an organization. 

Members met in London for Autumn Symposium

Attendees browse member exhibits in Ditton Manor’s main hallFrom the camera’s view

Keng Lim, NextLabs, discuss data protection with visitor Mike Denning, GM Security, CA Technologies keynotes

Luke Forsyth, VP, Security Services, EMEA, CA TechnologiesBob Allen, CEO, Cassidian Cyber Security UK

TSCP’s Autumn Symposium 2012 was hosted by CA Technologies at their UK headquarters, Ditton Manor, outside London. 
The full schedule of speakers, presentations and technology and product demonstrations held the attention of many.
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According to a recent comScore report, 
there are now more than 100 million smart-
phone subscribers in the United States. As 
end-users continue to adopt an always on, 
always connected lifestyle off-the-job, they 
increasingly are bringing an expectation of 
flexible computing “anywhere, anytime” 
into the workplace. At the same time, em-
ployers seek to reconcile the productivity 
benefits of mobile devices with require-
ments to effectively secure these devices, 
ensure employees’ professional identities 
and protect sensitive information through 
the implementation of secure mobile cre-
dential management. 

Due to the vulnerable nature of the sensi-
tive supply chain infrastructure and infor-
mation inherent in intellectual property-
intensive businesses such the Aerospace 
and Defense industries, securing mobile 
devices in these workplace environments 
is critical. Because these industries rely on 
large, extended supply chains that include 
many Small and Medium sized Enterprises 
(SMEs), there is a risk of exposing sensi-
tive data to security weaknesses. Everyone 
in the supply chain must make sure that 
protected information is only accessible by 
authorized individuals within an organiza-
tion or risk losing business to competitors 
that prioritize identity and security. 

Mobilizing the Supply Chain 
By Peter Cattaneo, Vice President of Business Development at Intercede

Today, a variety of cost-effective solutions 
enable secure mobile identity management 
and allow the secure transfer of confiden-
tial information to mobile devices. These 
credential management solutions capitalize 
on the advantages of mobility while main-
taining a high-level of security throughout 
an organization. Identities that are securely 
managed can be provisioned and used on 
mobile devices in different configurations, 
enabling a wide range of uses.

Mobile Smart Card Readers

When it comes to security, mobile smart 
card readers are at the leading edge of 
mobile identity management. The newest 
models include biometric sensors.

Designed for both government agencies 
and enterprises, mobile smart card readers 
allow the use of fully compliant personal 
identity verification (PIV), PIV-I creden-
tials with mobile devices. Recent products 
are smaller, lighter, better integrated with 
the design of mobile devices and lower in 
cost than the “sleds” that were initially of-
fered. These readers all allow the holder of 
the phone or tablet to:
•	 Ensure that a valid smart card is 

present, and
•	 Verify the secret PIN.

Some readers, such as the TactivoTM 
sleeve for the iPad and iPhone, enable ad-
ditional biometric authentication. Using 
the fingerprint reader built into the sleeve, 
the cardholder can scan his/her finger on 
the phone and have it checked in seconds 
against the original stored in the card.

Mobile smart card readers are ideal for 
companies such as those within the de-
fense industry that require the level of se-
curity provided by the full capabilities of 
PIV and PIV-I credentials. The readers are 
easy to use, so the cost and time to deploy 
is greatly reduced.  For users who need ac-
cess to confidential information from their 
mobile devices, the credentials in their PIV 
or PIV-I card can be used to decrypt email, 
limiting access to the legitimate user with 
the card, PIN and fingerprint. They can be 
used to access secure websites that require 
certificate-based client-side authentication. 
Emails and documents created on the mo-
bile device can be signed digitally to prove 
authorship. And all of this is at the level of 
assurance of strong root credentials, linked 
to the identity proofing process.

Mobile readers can also be used to validate 
cards held by other people. Because many 
employees now already carry smart mobile 
devices, these inexpensive readers can be 
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deployed in scenarios in which a dedicated 
handheld computer would be cost prohibi-
tive. A simple example is the traditional 
security guard role, in which the mobile 
device now allows a card to be checked 
with a much higher level of assurance than 
an ordinary plastic badge. In addition to 
validating an ID card, the mobile device 
can retrieve a digitally signed picture of the 
cardholder along with other personal data 
to verify the cardholder’s identity.

As these capabilities become more wide-
spread, new uses will be enabled. Orga-
nizations with workflows that need vali-
dation at critical points can use mobile 
devices to capture digital signatures as 
part of their audit trail, eliminating paper 
or even the need to have computer access 

on the receiving dock, shop floor or other 
work location.

Near Field Communications 
Technology  (NFC)

Most commonly associated with the mo-
bile payments industry, near field com-
munications technology (NFC) is another 
method that is making a significant impact 
in the areas of security, physical access and 
identity management. NFC-enabled mo-
bile devices can store identity credentials to 
be used for all types of physical and logical 
access applications and validate identities 
in smart cards and other mobile devices.

NFC-equipped mobile devices can replace 
contactless smart cards, enabling access 

to high-security areas within an organiza-
tion. NFC allows employees to place their 
smartphones directly on a door reader to 
gain entry to a building rather than using 
smart cards or keys to enable access.

Additionally, users can validate each other 
via NFC phone-to-phone technology. For 
example, a security person’s device can 
verify an individual’s identity by simply 
“bumping” with that person’s smartphone. 

For Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) looking 
to enhance security while managing costs, 
NFC technology presents an attractive 
solution as it leverages the capabilities of 
mobile devices that employees carry with 
them daily, without the need for a separate 
smart card.
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Mobile Credential Management 
Systems  

While physical access controls are key in 
securing sensitive locations and data, it is 
also important to ensure that employees’ 
most common form of business communi-
cations – email – remains protected from 
outside infiltration. In the past, employees 
have been able to read encrypted emails on 
their computers by using a private key on a 
smart card issued by a trusted identity and 
credential management system. 

The rising use of mobile devices in the en-
terprise requires new solutions for on-the-
go access to this information. To achieve 
mobile access to this sensitive information, 
mobile credential management systems 

such as Intercede’s MyID are needed. These 
solutions can securely provision certifi-
cates into the smartphone linked to their 
root identity, ensuring security by authen-
ticating the credential holder as part of the 
credentialing process. The use of authenti-
cation and encryption techniques creates a 
chain of trust and ensures security between 
the person, the device and the credential.

In addition to encryption, smartphones se-
cured with mobile credential management 
modules can also be used for signing and 
authentication operations. These opera-
tions are increasingly being placed on the 
mobile device; however, the mobile cre-
dentials can also be used for secure back-
end operations, either in legacy server ap-
plications or modern cloud solutions.

By implementing secure mobile credential 
management systems, organizations look-
ing to secure their intellectual property 
and supply chain can recognize the bene-
fits of anytime, anywhere access to systems 
and data. 

While the use of mobile computing de-
vices poses challenges in the workplace – 
particularly within organizations that rely 
heavily on a large supply chain and require 
secure communications and access to 
sensitive information – security and cost-
saving benefits can be achieved through 
the smart implementation of the correct 
technologies.
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Collaboration between major Aerospace & Defense companies 
and government agencies is critical today. Yet sharing informa-
tion between organizations and across borders can be increasingly 
complicated due to complex Export Control regulations, which 
vary by country. Furthermore, legislation among some countries is 
similar, yet implementation and enforcement of these regulations 
varies. In order to remain competitive, maintain compliance, avoid 
violations and fines which can damage business reputation, and 
protect sensitive information, A&D companies are increasingly 
challenged to find solutions that allow them to grow their markets 
internationally. (Click here to download this white paper).

In an attempt to minimize risk of violations of export control regu-
lations and to provide a framework that provides protection for 
sensitive information, TSCP is working to establish a compliant 
and logical framework for collaboration environments utilized by 
the A&D industry and governmental agencies around the world.

Export Controls in a nutshell

Export controls have been around for centuries, regulating the 
movement of goods between countries due to protective foreign 
trade policies, global division of (economic) power and the need to 
ensure national security. The current anti-piracy naval operations 
along the coast of East Africa are an example of the very traditional 
enforcement of export controls. 

Export control regulations have changed in character and objec-
tives over time. Not that long ago, the use of certain encryption 
techniques that today are part of the TSCP solution for Secure 
Email could not be used as a consequence of U.S. export control 
regulations. As we live in an interconnected digital world today, 
most regulations also include controls of intangible items such 
as software, data-access or even a verbal transfer of information. 
Also, specific aspects of export such as onward transfer to third 
parties, transit across a country or export brokering services are 
part of Export Control regulations.

TSCP Strives to Enable Export Control Compliance

TSCP Export Control Working Group

These recent developments that moved export controls into the 
digital world as well as the specific and complex Export Controls 
that are enforced on military and dual-use articles have led to the 
TSCP ECWG initiative. The ECWG’s objective is to collectively de-
velop Export Control-compliant methods for secure collaboration, 
including acceptance of these methods with policy authorities and 
our supply chains. 

To achieve initial compliance with export regulations and to keep 
things in control, it is necessary to analyze the Export Control re-
quirements. The TSCP ECWG has reviewed these requirements 
from various export regulations and included best practices for 
implementation in their review. 

More than a license

This analysis resulted in a generic process flow (figure 1) that can 
serve as a best practice schema for anyone dealing with implemen-
tation and quality assurance on Export Control compliance. 

Any need to export is usually followed up with a first process to 
make sure the correct authorizations are acquired and valid for the 
intended export. The export authorization, usually a license, can 
be obtained from the local export control Policy Authority. Most 
companies also have internal policies that set additional require-
ments when dealing with export control or pose other require-
ments (i.e., security or archiving regulations) to enable the export. 
This leads to a business authorization to export if it does not con-
flict with the license requirements.

The setup and implementation of a Control Plan is a very common 
second process to ensure systemic and organizational configura-
tion in order to get and stay in control. Such a control plan is of-
ten written per program, but contains more than simple IT system 
configuration settings. A Control Plan may require detailed action 
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By Sylvia Coburg, Boeing UK Ltd, Brian R. Emmet, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company, Martijn Postma,
The Netherlands Ministry of Defence

http://www.tscp.org/assets/ecwg_wp_020613.pdf


on the investment of powers and responsibilities within an organi-
zation and within their supply chain.

Prior to export, a third process takes place to ensure the export 
item gets labeled and packaged and, ideally, also passes a systemic 
inspection.

Finally, the export can take place and is registered according to ap-
plicable recordkeeping requirements. Both the process end results 
and the registries will be audited frequently. Findings -if any- will 
impact the Control Plan and Company policies.

Benefits of the ECWG

The ECWG has reviewed five different Export Control regimes rel-
evant to the A&D industry. 
Benefits:
•	 Export Control is often dealt with from a legal perspective 

(liability, valid licenses). IT support was usually limited to 
maintenance of standalone export logs. The ECWG extended 
this with their insights in the way modern collaborative 
capabilities can assist in ensuring compliance to Export 
Control.

•	 Finding Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) who could bias 
between legal, business and IT was not easy, but eventually 
resulted in an international peer network of Export Control 
SMEs who can form a common strategy on export control 
issues.

•	 The commonalities and differences among the various export 
control regulations, authority systems and national and 
company implementations have been identified, which has 
led to well thought-out requirements and recommendations 
to TSCP Architects and to the different policy authorities.
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About the TSCP Export Control 
Working Group (ECWG)

The ECWG is a group of Export Control Subject Matter Experts 
(SMEs) assembled by the TSCP Platinum companies and govern-
ment organizations, working to ensure that TSCP technical solutions 
meet diversified export requirements of various countries. 

The requirements defined by the ECWG incorporate company best 
practices for the release, handling, access, recordkeeping, auditing 
and labeling of sensitive data.

The ECWG team has developed a comprehensive set of specifications 
and guidance that mitigates the risk that an electronic collaboration 
solution will not properly protect export controlled information and 
assists solution architects to better understand these business re-
quirements.  

The Group also strives to involve governmental export control and 
regulatory agencies for their input and guidance when necessary to 
assure TSCP solutions are acceptable to countries in which TSCP 
companies do business. 

The ECWG was formed in 2010 with a focus on gathering require-
ments related to the U.S. Department of State’s International Traf-
fic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), the U.S.  military and space export 
law. Once completed, the team went on to gather U.S. Department of 
Commerce dual-use requirements from the Export Administration 
Regulations (EAR). The group then expanded their scope to include 
European SMEs in order to document UK, Dutch and Europe dual-
use export licensing and control requirements. At the end of 2012, a 
review will begin on French export control requirements. In addi-
tion, work is now underway to combine those requirements into a 
single, consolidated ECWG requirements document to be used by 
the TSCP architects to build export compliant solutions.  

Export
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Control
Plan

Implementation
Label and
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Systemic
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Figure 1.
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The Challenges 
of Protecting 
Trade Secrets

TSCP provides a framework and speci-
fications for secure collaboration among 
our members from the Defense sector, 
U.S. and European government agencies, 
and technology sector. Protecting TSCP 
members’ IP is a key objective of secure 
collaboration, so the IP Working Group 
(IPWG) was launched recently to define a 
generic framework for the secure exchange 
of IP and proprietary information and 
the requirements that must be addressed 
through procedural and technical controls.

Intellectual Property is the primary target 
of cyber attacks in most industries today. 
The 2012 Verizon Data Breach Investi-
gations Report counted 855 data breach 
incidents with more than 174 million re-
cords compromised, and states: “Mainline 
cybercriminals continued to automate and 
streamline their method du jour of high-
volume, low-risk attacks against weaker 
targets. Much less frequent, but arguably 
more damaging, were continued attacks 
targeting trade secrets, classified informa-
tion and other intellectual property.”
 

What are Trade Secrets? 

IP denotes certain legally protected expres-
sions and mental creations. Trade secrets 
are a type of IP, but unlike copyrights, 
trademarks, patents and design rights, 
they are protected by keeping them secret.  
When creators take steps to protect their 
ownership and rights to their IP, for exam-
ple, by registering the mental creation with 
government agencies, they may exploit 
those rights for monetary gain. Owners 
of copyrights, trademarks, patents and de-
sign rights can profit from their IP directly 
through the sale of products, or indirectly 
through licensing. All the above categories 
of IP are internationally recognized, but 
the terms of application, registration, and 
protection vary from country to country. 

Typically, copyrights are granted for origi-
nal literary and artistic works such as 
photographs, music and books as well as 
software. A copyright confers time-limited 
exclusive ownership or usage to the creator 
or creators of such works or software, and 

has effect at the time the work is placed in 
fixed, tangible form. In the Aerospace & 
Defense industry, copyrights most com-
monly protect software, drawings and 
manuals.

A trademark can be a name, logo, symbol, 
product, or in the case of a service, a ser-
vicemark. Both registered (®) and unreg-
istered (™) trademarks are recognized in 
the United States and other common law 
countries; the former, registered with the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO), provides the owner greater legal 
protection from infringement.

Patents are issued for invented processes, 
machines, tools, designs or derived innova-
tions. A patent, as stated in U.S. statute,  is 
“the right to exclude others from making, 
using, offering for sale, or selling the inven-
tion in the United States or importing the 
invention into the United States.” Thus, the 
inventor has the exclusive right to financial 
gain from his invention for a limited period 
of time in exchange for public disclosure of 

By John Tolbert and Crystal Hayes, The Boeing Company

Intellectual property (IP) is often a corporation’s most valuable asset, and as 
computing security professionals, it’s our responsibility to protect it. The loss of IP, 
whether by misappropriation or accidental leakage, can lead to loss of competitive 
advantage, loss of revenue, and potentially present national security risks. TSCP’s 
objectives are to design and implement technical controls that facilitate the protection 
of IP via secure collaboration among our members. This paper will look at the 
challenges of protecting IP and trade secrets in particular and why it can be difficult.

http://www.verizonbusiness.com/resources/reports/rp_data-breach-investigations-report-2012_en_xg.pdf
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/resources/reports/rp_data-breach-investigations-report-2012_en_xg.pdf
http://www.tscp.org/assets/ipwg_wp_020613.pdf
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 One step ahead Of cyber attacks? 

You’re alreadY behind.
When it comes to cyber attacks, we’ve seen them all — everything from amateur hackers to advanced 

persistent attacks that can last for months or even years. To defeat those threats, our cyber experts have built 
battle-proven systems and strategies that anticipate attacks before they materialize. Over time, we’ve built a 
dossier of some of the world’s most sophisticated threats. Today, partnering with government and commercial 

organizations, we’re delivering a new level of security that can not only thwart attacks, but predict them as well. 
Turn to Lockheed Martin Cyber Intelligence. Because the best defense is intelligence-driven.

www.lockheedmartin.com/cyber
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tion within that collaborative environment 
has an obligation to manage access to their 
partners’ trade secrets as well as to their 
own. That can be especially challenging 
when we are collaborating on one program 
while competing for new business else-
where.

Intellectual Property and trade secret pro-
tection is predicated upon controlling ac-
cess to physical and electronic resources. 
The technical controls used to provide au-
thorization services for business systems as 
well as high security / defense systems can 
be enhanced for better IP protection. Not 
to be confused with authentication, autho-
rization is the granting of access rights to 
resources to principals (such as users and 
devices).  Authentication is the verification 
that an entity, whether human or machine, 
is who or what they claim to be by validat-
ing their credentials. 

Currently, many systems support OA-
SIS XACML (eXtensible Access Control 
Markup Language), an XML-based stan-
dard language for making authorization 
decisions. XACML provides a storage 
schema for rules, policies, and policy sets 
and policy and rule combining algorithms. 
XACML also provides an abstraction layer 
that allows application developers to exter-
nalize authorization functions. XACML’s 
request/response protocol can be used to 
create runtime authorization engines to 
govern access to IP resources. Further-
more, the XACML IP control (IPC) pro-
file that specifies an industry standard 
list of attributes and attribute values has 
been created. This profile represents a 
common vocabulary that can be used to 
develop access control policies for IP re-
sources.  See https://www.oasis-open.org/
committees/document.php?document_
id=45915&wg_abbrev=xacml to view the 
complete specification.

TSCP’s Information Labeling and Han-
dling (ILH) specifications have defined 
standards for sharing and protecting mem-
bers’ trade secrets using OASIS XACML. 
The IPWG will develop more detailed busi-
ness and technical requirements for ILH.

By leveraging the XACML standard, mem-
bers can author policies for the protection 
of trade secrets that can be consumed by 
any XACML-conformant Policy Decision 
Point (PDP). Web-based applications can 
then defer access control decisions to au-
thoritative PDPs. 

TSCP is working with the XACML Tech-
nical Committee to establish a profile for 
the use of XACML, which supports the 
standardized metadata scheme used in the 
TSCP Business Authorization Identifica-
tion and Labeling Scheme (BAILS)  and 
Business Authorization Framework (BAF).  
This is intended to build on the work al-
ready in progress within the XACML 
Technical Committee on the Intellectual 
Property Controls profile. The utilization 
of these metadata standards will promote 
consistent enforcement of electronic ac-
cess control policies over members’ trade 
secrets as data moves between organiza-
tions in collaborative environments. Addi-
tionally, having standardized metadata and 
XACML-based policies can reduce trade 
secret leakage by integrating with Data 
Loss Prevention (DLP) technologies. Files 
tagged with metadata (for example, “Pro-
prietary,” “IP-Owner=Curtiss,” and “Agree-
ment-123”) can then interact with DLP 
mechanisms that make policy-based access 
control decisions to limit data movement, 
and even prevent unintended disclosure. 
To expand upon the example, assume an 
engineer has authorized access to work on 
a technical drawing and wants to email it 
to an industry partner, but no license exists 
that authorizes that transfer. If the drawing 

file is properly tagged with metadata and 
the engineer’s company is using XACML-
based DLP, this transfer would be denied 
due to a lack of authorizing policy. 

Some of the challenges to trade secret pro-
tection are specific to identification, meta-
data tagging, and integration of resource 
attribute evaluation into current and next-
generation XACML-based authorization 
systems. Unstructured data must be cor-
rectly and consistently categorized and 
tagged with meaningful metadata. Practi-
cal methods must be developed to apply 
the same categories and attributes to struc-
tured data as well. Industry also faces chal-
lenges related to the acceptance and adop-
tion of the aforementioned standards and 
protocols in software products.

In conclusion, despite these challenges and 
the fact that trade secrets are increasingly 
targets for cybercriminals, technologists 
are advancing standards and tools to miti-
gate the threats. TSCP is partnering with 
standards organizations and leading the 
way in developing solutions to protect the 
trade secrets of its members. We welcome 
and invite technical and legal experts from 
our membership to join us in these efforts; 
to contribute, contact the IPWG at ipwg@
tscp.org.

TSCP is a government-industry partner-
ship specifically focused on mitigating the 
risks related to compliance, complexity, 
cost and IT that are inherent in large-scale 
and collaborative programs that span na-
tional jurisdictions. For more information 
about TSCP and our initiatives, please visit 
www.tscp.org, where TSCP documents 
and specifications are available to the 
broader technology audience.

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=45915&wg_abbrev=xacml
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=45915&wg_abbrev=xacml
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=45915&wg_abbrev=xacml
https://www.tscp.org/assets/TSCP_BAILSv1.pdf
https://www.tscp.org/assets/TSCP_BAFv1.pdf
mailto:ipwg@tscp.org
mailto:ipwg@tscp.org
http://www.tscp.org
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In this whitepaper, we present a high level overview of the identity federation concept, and how it com-
pares to traditional identity approaches. We highlight the benefits and drivers that have led TSCP to 
recommend the adoption of federated identity architectures, and to support identity federation via TSCP 
specifications.  We also discuss some of the challenges that early adopters of identity federation faced, 
and what TSCP is doing to address these challenges, and how readers can participate.

What are Legacy Silo Identity Architectures?

“Legacy silo identity architectures” are simply defined as architec-
tures in which applications are accessed only by users with a lo-
cal account issued by the organization owning the application. If a 
user outside the organization requires access, they are provided a 
local account and credential to log in. This architectural approach 
has led to a proliferation of credentials that users are familiar with, 
and shown in Figure 1.

What is Identity Federation?

Identity Federation is an online means to authenticate and autho-
rize users whose identities are managed by one organization, but 
who require access to information resources or services provided 
by another organization. 

Acceptance of identity data that contains identity information as 
well as other attributes (claims) by a Relying Party (RP) depends 
on the RP having confidence in the policies and procedures uti-
lized by the Identity Provider (IdP) who performed the initial 
identity proofing, issued the credential, and validates and binds 
that credential to additional attributes. 

Figure 2 provides a high level overview of the services and steps 
required to log into an application in a federated environment.

Whitepaper: Identity Federation Benefits 
and the Provisioning Challenges Ahead

By Steve Skordinski, TSCP

What are the Benefits of Identity Federation over 
Silo Identity Architectures?

By deploying identity federation architecture, there are several ad-
vantages organizations can realize:
1.  Reduced costs of credential management by reducing the 
     number of credentials organizations are required to manage.

•	 Every credential issued requires full lifecycle management 
by the issuing organization; all have tangible costs incurred 
by the provider: 
 º Registration and issuance - user identity proofing and 

vetting  
 º Token costs – smart cards, one-time-password (OTP) 

devices, even directory storage for username and 
password 

 º Management processes – account lockouts, lost tokens, 
account disablement

2.  Enablement of sharing information beyond organizational 
     boundaries

•	 By leveraging existing credentials, trusted IdPs and identi-
ty federation, RPs can rapidly deploy new services without 
incurring the costs associated with credentialing in iden-
tity silos. Reducing the barriers to building and enabling 
new services encourages organizations to make more data 
accessible online for collaboration with partners.

3.  Reduced sign-on end user experience
•	 Identity federation allows a single authentication session 

between the user and the IdP to enable access to any feder-
ated application that trusts the user’s credential and IdP. 
From the end user standpoint, they are able to traverse 
from an application in organization 1 to application in or-
ganization 2 without the need to re-authenticate, or even 
having to be aware of the underlying identity architecture. 

4.  Increased identity assurance of end users
•	 When reducing the number of credentials issued, organi-

zations can focus on leveraging credentials distributed un-
der robust registration processes, and using strong tokens 
such as smart cards and OTPs. 

5.  Increase accessibility of user attributes required 
     for authorization

•	 Applications require more than just the identity of the user 
to decide what information the user is authorized to see. 

Figure 1 - Typical Example of Identity Proliferation Resulting 
from Silo Identity Architecture

http://www.tscp.org/assets/idfedv2_wp_020613.pdf
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Identity alone cannot be used to determine user privileg-
es; therefore it must be supplemented by complementary 
technologies to support the privilege management func-
tion within an application. User attributes are needed to 
support the authorization decision(s) at the applications.

•	 Attributes are often not readily available at the RP, and even 
when they are available they are not always, accurate or re-
liable. The relationship between the user and the IdP often 
makes the IdP a stronger candidate to manage attributes 
than the RP. An IdP with a strong attribute management 
process can more cost-effectively share the attributes with 
a dozen RPs, instead of 12 RPs all trying to maintain and 
update the same attributes in isolation.

•	 Identity federation provides a technical channel for IdPs to 
pass attributes about the user to the RP. 

What Challenges Do Identity Federation Present 
Compared to Traditional Federation?

While we have noted the many benefits of identity federation, we 
must also acknowledge that this new paradigm creates new chal-
lenges as well. For instance, identity federation can often require 
RPs to provision information owned by the IdP in order for appli-
cations to function. Let’s begin by exploring why that is:

Identity federation-enabled applications broadly fall into two cat-
egories:

1. Legacy Account Based Applications: Federation-enabled leg-
acy applications feature access control list (ACL) and group 
policy to authorize user access to the application contents. In 
order for the ACL system to function, the application must 
maintain an account for the user in a local database or di-
rectory. In a federated implementation, the user will not be 
permitted to directly authenticate to this account. Instead, the 
user authenticates to the IdP, and the assertion sent on behalf 
of the user is then mapped by the RP to the local account. We 
typically refer to these local accounts without direct authenti-
cation support as shadow accounts.

2. Claims Aware Applications: Claims aware applications are 
able to make access control decisions to data based solely on 
the attributes available to the consuming application. The ap-
plication does not map the incoming claims to an account 
managed by the RP.

It is the identity federation-enabled legacy account-based applica-
tions that pose a particular challenge to RPs and administrators. 
Some applications contain tens to hundreds of thousands of us-
ers. Before a user can successfully authenticate to the application, 
a shadow account must be created. This process is referred to as 
shadow account provisioning. Currently, thousands of accounts 
are provisioned bilaterally, agreed to by the IdP and RP. Unlike the 
authentication technologies and processes that have become ubiq-
uitous across IdPs and RPs, there isn’t yet a widely-adopted group 
of inter-organizational provisioning technologies, nor are there 
repeatable best practices and policies in place.  

 

What is TSCP doing to address the Provisioning 
Challenge?

The TSCP Identity Federation Working Group is actively looking 
at the provisioning challenge. The goal of this work effort is to im-
prove the provisioning process by identifying and documenting 
standards-based reusable method(s) for provisioning. This will al-
low IdPs and RPs to build provisioning services once, and reuse 
the service many times, just as identity federation services can be 
easily reused with additional partners once established. 

To meet this objective, the working group will:
•	 Directly engagement with IdP and RP identity management 

architects and engineers to capture the real-world use cases 
and applications that require provisioning.

•	 Identify and analyze the protocols available to support pro-
visioning.

•	 Work with COTS vendors to identify the current and planned 
support for provisioning protocols in their identity manage-
ment product lines.

•	 Identify and document existing gaps in both existing stan-
dards and products; provide feedback to both the appropriate 
standards and vendor communities. 

•	 Publish TSCP specifications that provide detailed implemen-
tation guidance for both IdPs and RPs, to encourage adoption 
of reusable provisioning approaches. 

If you are interested in joining TSCP and/or this working group, 
please contact steve.skordinski@tscp.org.
 
To download this complete whitepaper, click on TSCP IdFed 
Whitepaper Feb 2013. Please visit http://tscp.org/index.php/
implement/identity-federation for additional information on the 
TSCP Identity Federation framework.

Figure 2. Identity Federation Overview

mailto:steve.skordinski@tscp.org
http://www.tscp.org/assets/idfedv2_wp_020613.pdf
http://www.tscp.org/assets/idfedv2_wp_020613.pdf
http://tscp.org/index.php/implement/identity-federation
http://tscp.org/index.php/implement/identity-federation
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